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Abstract: The mapping semantics that combines the schema-level and the data-level mappings is called bi-level mappings. Bi-level mappings enhance data sharing overcoming the limitations of the non-combined approaches. This paper
presents an algorithm for composing two bi-level mappings by using tableaux. Composition of mappings between peers
has several computational advantages in a peer data management system, such as yielding more eﬃcient query translation, pruning redundant paths, and better query execution plans. We also present a distributed algorithm for computing
direct mapping between two end peers of a series of peers connected by a chain of mappings.
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1. Introduction
In a Peer Data Management System (PDMS), each
peer chooses its own database schemas, and maintains
data independently of other peers. Contrary to the
traditional data integration systems [1,2,8] where a
global mediated schema is required for data exchange,
in a PDMS the semantic relationships exist between a
pair of peers, or among a small set of peers for sharing
data. The data is shared globally among the peers by
traversing the transitive relationships among semantically related peers.
Creating a unique global mediated schema is impractical in a PDMS due to the volatility, peer autonomy, and scalability issues. Instead, mappings are
implemented only between pairs of peers to unify the
heterogeneous data sources. These mappings describe
the relationship between the terms used in diﬀerent peers. Schema mappings [10–14] and data mappings [5] are used to address the schema-level and
data-level heterogeneity, respectively. Several strategies are introduced for the schema mappings between
the mediated and local schemas including, global-asview (GAV) [9], local-as-view (LAV) [10], and globaland-local-as-view (GLAV) [8]. In GAV approach, the
∗

mediated schema is described in terms of local sources.
In LAV, the local sources are described in terms of the
mediated schema. GLAV is the combination of GAV
and LAV approaches to integrate the mediated and
local schemas.
Schema-level mappings are eﬀective only when the
diﬀerences between the schemas are mainly structural,
i.e. attribute values represent the same information,
or can be transformed to be the same. However, datalevel mappings are necessary when semantically related attribute values diﬀer. Data mappings are implemented by mapping tables [5] which are relations
on the attributes being mapped. The tuples in the
mapping tables show the correspondence between values in the mapped relations. These tables are treated
as constraints (aka mapping constraints) on the exchange of data between peers.
In most of the PDMS systems, both schema-level
and data-level heterogeneity occur simultaneously.
Section 2 shows a situation of answering a query in
a PDMS where neither schema-level nor data-level
mappings are good enough to tackle the situation
separately. Rather a combined approach is needed
which will address both data-level and schema-level
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Figure 1 General Scenario of P2P System [16]

heterogeneity at the same time. Addressing the need
of the combined mappings, authors in [15,16] presented the semantics of mappings that combine both
the schema-level and the data-level mappings. This
combined mapping is called bi-level mapping.
Combining two mappings into a single one is called
mapping composition. Composition of mappings between peers has several computational advantages in
a PDMS, such as yielding more eﬃcient query translation, pruning redundant paths, and better query
execution plans. This paper introduces a tableau
based [3] technique for composing the bi-level mappings. Essentially, the bi-level mappings are ﬁrst expressed by tableaux [3]. Then the composition is performed by manipulating those tableaux. Sometimes it
is necessary to compose a series of mappings to deduce
direct mapping between the two end points of a chain
of peers that is called chain composition. The paper
also presents a distributed algorithm that distributes
the computation load among the peers for computing
the chain composition of the bi-level mappings.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the general scenario of a PDMS and discusses
the need of the bi-level mappings by giving a motivating example. Section 3 gives the model of a PDMS and
discusses the semantics of bi-level mappings. Section 4
presents the composition process of bi-level mappings.
Section 5 discusses the algorithm of chain composition
of bi-level mappings. Section 6 reviews related work.
Finally, Section 7 discusses some conclusive remarks.

2. PDMS with bi-level Mapping
This section discusses a peer database management
system considering bi-level mappings. Figure 1 depicts a sample scenario of such a PDMS. As shown
in ﬁgure, each peer has its own local source. The local
source in a peer is designed independently during the
creation of the local database of that peer. The result of a local query posed in a peer is produced from
the local source of the peer. A peer also deﬁnes external sources that are used to access data from its ac-
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quainted peers. An external source is a view of a peer
schema of an acquainted peer and is deﬁned through
GAV mappings. In order to provide a unique access
view of local as well as remote data to the users, each
peer deﬁnes a schema called peer schema. This schema
is deﬁned considering the local sources and external
sources. GLAV mappings are used to create the peer
schema.
There are some advantages of using external
sources instead of making direct link between the peer
schemas. Firstly, it can tackle the dynamic nature of
a P2P system with ease. Whenever a peer ﬁnds an acquaintance peer for the ﬁrst time, it creates some external sources and link it both to its own peer schema
and with the peer schema of the acquainted peer. Thus
the external source can be treated by the target peer
in the same way as local sources. When the source peer
of an external source becomes unavailable in the network, it simply becomes an empty relation. Once an
external source is created, any time the corresponding source peer becomes available it gets activated.
Secondly, treating external sources as local sources,
peer schema can be deﬁned in a straight forward and
autonomous way.
Since peers are fully autonomous to design their
database and store data with their own format, heterogeneity among the peers may come in two forms:
(i) schema-level and (ii) data-level. Notice that by creating the mappings through GLAV, the schema-level
heterogeneity can be resolved. Authors in [4] proposed such a scheme for creating mappings between
peers that resolve schema-level heterogeneity. However, the GLAV approach can not resolve the datalevel heterogeneity among peers. Authors in [5] proposed the mapping table semantics that is used to
resolve data-level heterogeneity between peers. However, mapping tables are not suﬃcient for resolving schema-level heterogeneity. The following example
shows the need for a mapping with higher expressivity.
Suppose, the peers P1 and P2 in Figure 2 store
employee information to be shared with each other.
Assume that P1 has a local source Empl List(Id,
Name, Position, salary). The attributes Id, Name,
Position, and Salary represent identiﬁcation number,
name, position, and the salary of an employee respectively. Similarly, P2 stores its employee information
using the local sources Employee(Id, Name, Jid) and
Job Desc(Jid, Job Description). Attributes Jid and
Job Description represent the job identiﬁcation number and the title of the job, respectively. Also assume that P1 has an external source E(Name, Position) that illustrates that peer P1 is interested in
only the names and positions of employees stored in
P2 . In order to give a unique access view to the data
stored in P1 and P2 , peer P1 deﬁnes a peer schema
P S1 which contains a single view N P (Name, Position) for its users. Since N P logically integrates in-
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formation from the local source Empl List and the
external source E, their relationships with N P are
N P ⊇ πN ame,P osition (Empl List) and N P ⊇ E
respectively. In the same manner, peer P2 also creates its peer schema P S2 which contains two views
P2E(Name, Jid) and P2J(Jid, Job Description). This
schema is designed considering its local source and
other external sources from other peers (not mentioned in the ﬁgure).
From the Figure 2, notice that P2 has a mapping table mt that maps the data vocabularies of
the attribute Job Description in source Job Desc
with the attribute Position in source Empl List of
peer P1 . This mapping table is created since the
two peers store job information using two diﬀerent
vocabularies. External source E in P1 is deﬁned
as a view on the relations of the peer schema of
P2 . In the following, diﬀerent situations are illustrated that may occur when a query is posed
to a peer. The examples show the need for the
bi-level mappings that this paper advocates for
P2P systems. In summary, peer P1 has the local
schema {Empl List(Id, N ame, P osition, Salary)},
peer schema P S1 = {N P (N ame, P osition)},
and an external source E(N ame, P osition).
Peer
P2
has
the
local
schema
{Employee(Id, N ame, Jid), Job Desc(Jid, Job description)},
Figure 2 Motivating Example
and
peer
schema
P S2
=
{P 2E(N ame, Jid), P 2J(Jid, Job Description)}.
Example 1(Considering only schema mappings). Assume that the mapping table mt is absent in peer P2 .
In this case, peer P1 has only the schema-level mappings with P2 . Suppose the query
q1 : πN ame (σP osition=CEO (N P ))
is posed at P1 through its peer schema. Considering the mappings between N P and Empl List, q1
is translated for the local source at P1 as
q11 : πN ame (σP osition=CEO (Empl List)).
Moreover, using the mappings between N P and E,
q1 is translated for the external source at P1 as
q11 : πN ame (σP osition=CEO (E)).
Based on the mappings between E and the peer
schema at P2 , query q11 is translated as
q12 : πN ame (σJob Description=CEO (P 2E  P 2J))
which is ﬁnally translated according to the local vocabulary of P2 as
q12 : πN ame (σJob Description=CEO (Employee 
Job Desc))
Notice that the ﬁnal result of the query q1 is:
{ Rameen } which is returned only from the local
source at P1 . If ’CEO’ and ’Chief Executive Oﬃcer’ to be semantically equivalent then q1 should

extract ’Alina’ from P2 . Due to absence of datalevel mappings, the query can not produce this result. Now assume that the mapping table mt exists in P1 . Hence, q1 is translated for P2 as q12 :
πN ame (σP osition= CEO (Employee  Job Desc 
mt)).
This case returns more results for the query
q1 and the complete answer to this query becomes: { Rameen , Alina }
Example 2(Considering only data mappings). In Figure 2 the external source E of P1 is deﬁned in terms
of P 2E and P 2J of peer P2 . P rojection and Join operators are used in that deﬁnition. Mapping tables are
not expressive enough to express P rojection or Join.
Schema mappings are needed for such association between two sources.
So, a mapping is necessary that is capable of dealing
with both the syntactical (schema-level) and the semantic (data-level) heterogeneities at the same time.

3. Model of a PDMS
In this section we deﬁne a P2P system Π. Before
deﬁning the system we introduce the notions of a peer
and peer mappings.
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A peer Pi ∈ P is a tuple, where Pi = (P Si , Ri , Li ).
Where,
-P Si is the peer schema through which data in a
peer is exposed to the external world.
-Ri is the set of sources comprised of local and
external sources. This is called peer source or
simply source.
-Li is the set of GLAV local mappings which
deﬁne the mappings between Ri and P Si . Each
local mapping, called mapping assertion (aka
tuple generating dependency), in Li has the form
∀x(∃yϕ(x, y)  ∃zψ(x, z))
where ϕ(x, y) and ψ(x, z) are conjunctive queries
over the relations in Ri and P Si respectively.
Peer mappings Mi ∈ M is a set of mappings, called
bi-level mapping or peer mappings, that deﬁne the
schema and data-level mappings between peers. The
construction of mappings Mij ⊆ Mi forms an
acquaintance (i, j ) between Pi and Pj . Each
mapping m ∈ Mi is a pair < mSj,k , mD
j,k >, where:
-mSj,k is a GLAV mapping (practically GAV, since
s(x) is always a single relation) of the form
∀x(∃yϕ(x, y)  s(x))
where ϕ(x, y) is a conjunctive query over the
peer schema of a peer Pj and s(x) is the k th
external source of Pi .
i
-mD
j,k =MT={mt1 , mt2 , . . . , mtq } ⊆ M Tj is a set of
i
mapping tables. M Tj denotes the set of mapping
tables used to map data of Pj to data of Pi .
m can alternatively be represented with the
mapping assertion as follows:
MT

∀x(∃yϕ(x, y)  s(x))
A P2P system Π is deﬁned by a pair P, M,
where P = {P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn } is a set of peers and
M = {M1 , · · · , Mn } is a set of peer mappings.
It is assumed that a curator with expertise in
diﬀerent domains is responsible for generating the
mapping tables and the peer administrator maintains
them in a peer. Schema mappings between two peers
are initially created by the corresponding peer administrators when they agree to share data. Once created,
the mappings are activated or deactivated depending
on the presence of the corresponding peers in the network. Generating the mappings automatically is another research area and this paper does not address
this issue.
MT
The semantics of  is described in the following
section.

3.1. Semantics of local mappings
For each peer Pi , a ﬁrst order logic (FOL) theory Fi
is introduced, called peer theory, where alphabet contains all the relation symbols in a peer schema P Si
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and the relations in Ri . The axioms of Fi include all
the constraints of P Si and one logical formula representing each local mapping in Li . For a local mapping
of the form ∀x(∃yϕ(x, y)  ∃zψ(x, z)) in Li , a formula of the form ∀x(∃yϕ(x, y) → ∃zψ(x, z)) is added
to Fi . Fi does not consider peer mappings. Thus, modeling a peer as a GLAV integration system becomes
equivalent to modeling a FOL theory Fi (ignoring the
peer mappings in Mi ).

3.2. Semantics of peer mappings
Similar to the local mappings, the semantics of peer
mappings can also be given in terms of FOL. However,
to incorporate the mapping tables, following notations
and deﬁnitions are used.
Given a tuple t and a set of attributes U , t[U ]
denotes the values of tuple t corresponding to the attributes in U .
Deﬁnition 1(Mapping Table). Assume that Ui
and Uj are non-empty set of attributes in two peers
Pi and Pj respectively. A mapping table mt[P, Q] is a
ﬁnite relation over the attributes P ⊆ Ui and Q ⊆ Uj .
A tuple t = (a, b) in the mapping table indicates that
the value a ∈ dom(P) is associated with the value
b ∈ dom(Q).
Example 3.Consider the instances of two peers P1 and
P2 in Figure 2. Observe that employees’ job titles are
represented in two instances with diﬀerent data vocabularies. In order to associate or relate employees
in two peers for sharing employees’ data and resolve
data heterogeneity wrt employees’ job title, a sample mapping tables mt[Job Description, P osition] is
designed. Mapping table mt associates values of two
attributes P osition and Job Description. Intuitively,
according to the interpretation of the table mt, a tuple t=(Chief Executive Oﬃcer, CEO) indicates that a
tuple in relation Emp List with the value CEO in attribute P osition is associated with a tuple in relations
Employee, Job Desc with the value Chief Executive
Oﬃcer in attribute Job Description.
The values appearing in the tables presented thus
far only constants. However, to augment the expressiveness of tables variables are used [5]. Consider a
mapping table m[L, R] where both the domain of L
and R are same, say D. A tuple (v, D −v) in m, where
v is a variable, can be used to denote that any value
of L can be mapped to any value of R except to itself. Given the presence of variables in mappings, it is
necessary to introduce the notion of a valuation.
Deﬁnition 2(Valuation). [5] A valuation ρ over a
mapping table mt is a function that maps each constant value in mt to itself and each variable v of mt
to the value in the intersection of the domains of the
attributes where v appear.
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DOB
DOB
05-02-1990
Feb. 05, 1990
16-05-1985
May 16, 1985
(a) Mapping table DOB2DOB
DOB
DOB
v
v’
(b) Alternate representation of DOB2DOB
Figure 4 Mapping tables

tains a set of mappings of the form (date1; date2),
where date1 is a employee birth date in Empt List
and date2 is a employee birth date in Employee relation. Alternatively, we can construct a more succinct, data independent, mapping table DOB2DOB
containing the single mapping, (v; v’), where v and v’
are variables. The alternate mapping table is shown
in Figure 4(b). A valuation function can be used that
converts a date value in the Empt List relation corresponding to a date value in the Employee relation.
(a) Bi-Level mappings for P2P mappings

Deﬁnition 3(M ap(mt, p)). Let mt[P, Q] be a mapping table from P to Q and p is an element of the
domain of P. M ap(mt, p) returns a set of values Φ.
q ∈ Φ if for some t ∈ mt there exists a valuation ρ
such that ρ(t[P]) = p and ρ(t[Q]) = q.
If the mapping for the value p is not deﬁned in mt and
type of P and Q matches then Φ = {p}. If neither p
is mapped to any value in mt, nor type of P and Q
matches, then Φ = ∅.

(b) Extension of E and N P

Figure 3 Bi-Level Mapping Example

Introduction of variables in mapping tables oﬀers a
compact and convenient way of representing common
associations between values. An example of such a
mapping table is illustrated in the following example.
Example 4.Consider Figure 3. Assume that both relations Empt List and Employee have an attribute
called DOB which represents the date of birth of employees. However, date values are stored in the format DD − M M − Y Y Y Y and Name of Month DD,
Year in relations Empt List and Employee, respectively. There are two alternative mapping tables that
can be used to represent the associations between the
two sets of dates. The two tables are shown in Figure 4. Mapping table DOB2DOB in Figure 4(a) con-

Example 5.Consider
the
mapping
table
mt[Job Description, P osition] in Figure 3 and
a value Chief Executive Oﬃcer in the attribute
Job Description of the relation Job Desc. The
M ap(mt, Chief Executive Of f icer) returns a set
of values Φ={CEO} since there exists a valuation ρ
and a tuple t=(Chief Executive Oﬃcer,CEO)∈ mt
such that ρ(t[Job Description])=Chief Executive
Oﬃcer and ρ(t[position]) = CEO. However, if Chief
Executive Oﬃcer ∈
/ ρ(t[Job Description]) then
ρ(t[position])=Chief Executive Oﬃcer.
Deﬁnition 4(Augmentation f unction τ ). Let x be a
tuple whose schema contains the attributes P. An augmentation function τ (x, P, Q, q) returns a tuple x ,
where x is exactly like x except the schema of x has
the attributes Q in place of P and x [Q] = q.
Example 6.Consider Figure 3 and the mapping table mt[Job Description, P osition]. Let
x = (1, Rameen, CEO) be a tuple with the
schema (id, N ame, P osition) that contains attribute
P=Position. Therefore, the augmentation function
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τ ((1,Rameen,CEO),(id,Name,Position),
(id,Name,Job Description),(Chief Executive Oﬃcer))
returns (1,Rameen,Chief Executive Oﬃcer) wrt to
the mapping table mt.
Let mt[P, Q] be a mapping table and x be a tuple,
mt[x] denotes a set of tuples obtained by replacing
the values of P attributes of x by the corresponding
mapped values of Q in mt. Formally,
mt[x] ≡ {τ (x, P, Q, q) | q ∈ M ap(mt, x[P])}
Let M T
= {mt1 [P1 , Q1 ], mt2 [P2 , Q2 ], . . . ,
mtn [Pn , Qn ]} be a set of mapping tables, where for any pairs of mapping tables
(mti [Pi , Qi ], mtj [Pj , Qj ]), mti = mtj =⇒ Pi = Pj ,
then M T [x] denotes a set of tuples resulted from
transformation of x by all the member mapping
tables of M T . Formally,
M T [x] ≡
{τ (. . . τ (τ (x, P1 , Q1 , q1 ), P2 , Q2 , q2 ) . . . , Pn , Qn , qn )|
q1 ∈ M ap(mt1 , x[P1 ]) ∧
. . . ∧ qn ∈
M ap(mtn , x[Pn ])}
[ ] is overloaded in many of our deﬁnitions; its
meaning, however, will be clearly understood from the
context.
Let x be a tuple. Schema(x) returns the schema of
that tuple, i.e. it returns the set of attributes whose
values constituted the tuple. Schema() can be overloaded by providing its parameter as a relation/view.
In this case, it would return the schema of the relation.
The semantics of peer mappings is deﬁned below.
It is already mentioned that a mapping assertion of a
peer mapping is of the form:

{mt}

π1,4 (P 2E 2=3 P 2J)  E
The new scenario is shown in Figure 3(a). To satisfy
the assertion, the following formula has to be satisﬁed.
∀rtt (∃s(P 2E(r, s) ∧ P 2J(s, t) ∧ (r, t ) ∈ mt[(r, t)]) ≡
E(r, t ))

Given the source database in Figure 3(a), for
satisfying the above formula, the extension of the
intensional source E(N ame, P osition) has to be
as shown in Figure 3(b). Figure 3(b) also shows
the ultimate extension of the intentional relation
N P (N ame, P osition) in the peer schema of peer
P1 . Consequently, in response to the query q1 :
πN ame (σP osition= CEO (N P )) to peer P1 , the PDMS
will return the result {Rameen, Alina}.

3.3. Semantics of a P2P system
The semantics of a P2P system Π is given in terms of a
set of models that satisfy the local and peer mappings
of Π. Let a source database D for Π be a disjoint
union of a set of local databases in each peer Pi of Π.
Given a source database D for Π, the set of models
of Π relative to D is:
semD (Π) = {I|I is a ﬁnite model of all peer theories
Fi relative to D, and I satisﬁes all peer mappings}
Given a query q of arity k posed to a peer Pi of Π, and
a source database D, the certain answers to q relative
to D are
ans(q, Π, D) = {t|t ∈ q I , for every I ∈ semD (Π)}

MT

∀x(∃yϕ(x, y)  s(x))
Let us assume that the above assertion deﬁnes an external source s of peer Pi in terms of the peer schema
of peer Pj . An interpretation of the schema of Pi and
Pj satisﬁes the assertion if that interpretation satisﬁes
the following formula
∀x∀z(∃y(ϕ(x, y) ∧ z ∈ M T [x]) ≡ s(z))
A mapping can be interpreted as a deﬁnition of
how the data of the external source would be instantiated by the data of other peers. The formula also
tells us that before instantiating the external source,
data is converted using the corresponding mapping
tables of M T . However, if there is no data-level heterogeneity, no mapping table is needed. In that case,
an empty mapping table φ is used in the assertion. In that case, a peer mapping is represented as

4. Composing Bi-level Mappings
The problem that is covered in this section is the following. Consider three peers A, B, and C. Assume
that MA→B is the mapping between A and B. Also
MB→C be the mapping between B and C. Our target is to compute a direct mapping MA→C between A
and C that is equivalent to the composition of the two
mappings MA→B and MB→C . The following example
shows a composition of two bi-level mappings.

∀x(∃yϕ(x, y)  s(x)) which satisﬁes the FOL formula ∀x(∃yϕ(x, y) ≡ s(x)).

Example 8.Consider three peers P1 , P2 and P3 . Assume that P3 has two relations R31 and R32 in its
peer schema and it has also a mapping table mt32
which maps attribute C322 of R32 in P3 to the attribute C212 of R21 in P2 . P2 has two relations R21 and
R22 in its peer schema, an external source E32 , and a
mapping table mt21 . The external source E32 is populated by the data of P3 according to the peer mapping

Example 7.Let us modify the peer mapping of Figure 2 by a bi-level mapping assertion m1 which is expressed as follows.

m3→2 : πC311 ,C322 (R31 C312 =C321 R32 )  E32 .
Local mapping m2→2 of P2 maps the data of E32
to R21 . In peer P1 , it has a relation R11 in its peer

φ
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Figure 5 Converting query q to tableau Tq

schema and an external source E21 . E21 is populated by the data of P2 according to the mapping
mt
m2→1 :R21 21 E21 . Local mapping m1→1 :E32  R11
of P1 maps the data of E21 to R11 . Since m3→2 and
m2→2 together connects the peer relations of P3 to
the peer relations of P2 , it can be represented by
{mt32 }

M3→2 : πC311 ,C322 (R31 C312 =C321 R32 )  R21 as
a single mapping. Similarly, m2→1 and m1→1 can also
mt
be combined as as M2→1 : R21 21 R11 .
Observing the above setting, there exist an indirect mapping between P3 and P1 . Notice that R31 and
R32 of P3 is mapped to R11 of P1 via R21 of P2 . If a
direct mapping between P3 and P1 can be inferred
from the existing mappings then P1 will get the relevant data directly from P3 even if P2 is absent from
the network. Observing the mappings, the direct mapping M3→1 between P3 and P1 is as follows:
M3→1 : πC311 ,C322 (R31 C312 =C321 R32 )
R11

{mt32 mt21 }



Section 4.2 shows how this composed mapping can
be generated. The mapping composition depends on
the tableaux representation of the bi-level mappings.
Therefore, ﬁrst expression of a bi-level mapping using
tableaux is discussed.

4.1. Expressing bi-level mappings by tableaux
A tableau query T for the query ∀x∃yϕ(x, y) is a tabular representation having the following components [3]
T.Summary- The ﬁrst row of T representing the
schema of the resulting tuple corresponding to x.
T.Rows- Other rows of T each representing a
relation in ϕ.
T.Columns- The collection of all attributes of
all relations.
T.Tags- Relation names related to each rows.
Columns not corresponding to attributes of the
tag-relations are always blank.

Figure

7 Steps

for

converting

πN A,JD (P 2E JID=JID P 2J)
TS , TT , θ >

{mt}



a

peer

mapping

E1 to a triple <

T.Rows[R] Denotes the row of T.Rows
corresponding to the relation R
T.Rows[R][C] Denotes the value of C attribute
for the row with tag R and T.Summary[C]
denotes the value of C attribute of T.Summary.
Moreover, constants and xi are called
distinguished symbols. Blanks and yi are called
non-distinguished symbols. Figure 5 shows the
tableau Tq corresponding to a query q posed on a
database with schema S.
MT
A peer mapping mS→T : ∀x(∃yϕ(x, y)  e(x))
between two schema S and T can be viewed as a
correspondence between two queries qS and qT . qS
represents the query ∀x (∃yϕ(x , y)  M T ) over
the schema S  , where S  extends S by including
the mapping tables of M T . x is obtained by replacing Pi attributes in x by attributes Qi for all
mti [Pi , Qi ] ∈ M T . qT represents the query ∀xe(x)
over the schema T . So, the algorithm converts the two
queries into two tableaux, namely source tableau TS
and target tableau TT , and deﬁne a homomorphism
between them. The two tableaux and the homomorphism together, which forms a triple, can express the
bi-level mapping. The algorithm for converting a bilevel mapping to a triple is shown in Figure 6.
Example 9.Figure 7 explains how the algorithm of
Figure 6 works to convert the bi-level mapping
{mt}

M : πN A,JD (P 2E JID=JID P 2J)  E1 into a
triple. T arget(M)(i.e. the relation on the right hand
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Algorithm ConvertMappingToTriple(MS→T )
MT
Input: A bi-level mapping MS→T ≡ ∀x(∃yϕ(x, y)  e(x))
Output:A triple < TT , TS , θ > expressing the mapping
MS→T where TT and TS are two tableaux and θ is a homomorphism between TT and TS .
begin
TT ← ConvertQueryT oT ableau(e); TS ← ConvertQueryT oT ableau(∀x(∃yϕ(x, y))
{SA1 , . . . , SAn } ← OrderColF romLT oR(TS ); {T A1 , . . . , T Am } ← OrderColF romLT oR(TT )
numColInTT ← |{T A1 , . . . , T Am }|
j←1
for i= 1 to numColInTT do
while TS .Summary[SAj ] = BLAN K do
j =j+1
endwhile
xt ← TT .Summary[T Ai ]; xs ← TS .Summary[SAj ]
add (T Ai , SAj ) to θ \\ i.e. θ(T Ai ) = SAj
add (xt , xs ) to θ
j ←j+1
endfor
for each mt[P, Q] ∈ M T do
add Q to TS .Columns; add a new row to TS .Rows with tag mt
TS .Rows[mt][P] ← ynew ; TS .Rows[mt][Q] ← xnew
TS .Summary[P] ← BLANK; TS .Summary[Q] ← TS .Rows[mt][Q]
if ∃J((J, P) ∈ θ) then replace (J, P) by (J, Q) in θ
for each R ∈ TS .T ags do
varPold ← TS .Rows[R][P]; varPmt ← TS .Rows[mt][P]
if TS .Rows[R][P] = BLAN K then TS .Rows[R][P] ← varPmt
if ∃varJ((varJ, varPold ) ∈ θ) then replace (varJ, varPold ) by (varJ, varPmt ) in θ
endfor
endfor
return < TS , TT , θ >
end

Figure 6 Algorithm ConvertMappingToTriple

Figure 8 Tableau representation for the mapping M3→2
and M2→1

side of M), i.e. E1(N, P ), is directly converted to a
tableau TT . Source(M) (i.e. the relations on the left
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hand side of M), i.e. πN A,JD (P 2E JID=JID P 2J),
is converted to a tableau Tϕ (which is the initial
version of TS ) as shown in Figure 7. Each entry in
the homomorphism θ is a pair which associates each
attribute CT ∈ TT .Columns of the target schema
to an attribute CS ∈ TS .Columns of the source
schema. When there is a pair (CT , CS ) in θ then
the distinguished variable pair (TT .Summary[CT ],
TS .Summary[CS ]) is also added to θ. The initial value
of θ becomes {(N, N A), (P, JD), (x3 , x1 ), (x4 , x2 )}.
Gradually, Tϕ and θ are modiﬁed for inclusion of each
mapping table. Tϕ is obtained by adding the column
P to Tϕ . Adding a row with tag mt to Tϕ results in
Tϕ . Shifting the summary variable from JD to P and
adding variables to Tϕ .Row[mt] gives Tϕ . Making
all the variables identical in column JD of Tϕ results in ﬁnal TS . θ is also updated when mt is added.
The triple < TS , TT , θ >, shown in the shaded box of
Figure 7, now expresses the bi-level mapping M.
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Algorithm MergeTableau(T1 , T2 )
Input: Two tableaux T1 and T2
Output: A tableau T with all the rows and columns of
T1 and T2
begin
T ← new T ableau()
for each C ∈ T1 .Columns do
\\ adds a new column C to T ;
T.addNewCol(C)
T.Summary[C]← T1 .Summary[C]
for each R ∈ T1 .T ags do
\\ adds a new row to T with tag R
T.addNewRow(R)
T.Rows[R][C] ← T1 .Rows[R][C]
endfor
endfor
for each C ∈ T2 .Columns do
\\ adds a new column C to T
T.addNewCol(C)
T.Summary[C]← T2 .Summary[C]
for each R ∈ T2 .T ags do
\\ adds a new row to T with tag R
T.addNewRow(R)
T.Rows[R][C]← T2 .Rows[R][C]
endfor
endfor
T.T ags ← (T1 .T ags ∪ T1 .T ags)
return T
end

Figure 9 Merge algorithm

4.2. Mapping Composition Process
Two mappings MA→B and MB→C can be composed when there exists a common relation between T arget(MA→B ) and Source(MB→C ). In order to compose two mappings, ﬁrst the mappings
are converted into triples. Let the triple representation of the two mappings, MA→B and MB→C be
< TSAB , TT AB , θAB > and < TSBC , TT BC , θBC >, respectively. The source tableaux TSAB and TSBC are
merged into a larger tableau TSAC . TSAC contains all
the rows and columns of TSAB and TSBC . Using information of θAB and the common tag between TT AB
and TSBC , a direct link is made between the mapping
tables of B to the relations of A in TSAC . Finally, the
row and columns corresponding to the common relation is eliminated from TSAC . Now, TSAC becomes
the source tableaux of the desired composed mapping
MA→C .
Since θAB and θBC are two functions and the domain of θBC and co-domain of θAB are the same, they
can be composed. Let θAC = θAB ◦ θBC . θAC becomes the homomorphism for triple representation of
MA→C . The target tableau TT AC is computed from
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TT BC , θAC and TSAC . The composition process is explained below with the scenario of example 8. The
tableau representation of the mappings of M3→2 and
M2→1 in Example 8 is shown in Figure 8.
Consider the mappings and their triple representation of Figure 8. Let the composition of mapping
M3→2 and M2→1 be M3→1 which is equivalent to
the triple < TS31 , TT 31 , θ31 >. In the following it is
explained how to compute TS31 ,TT 31 and θ31 from
the given components of the given triple. The triple
< TS31 , TT 31 , θ31 > is then converted to M3→1 .
The steps for the construction of the source
tableau, TS31 are described as follows:
1
1.First TS32 and TS21 is merged together to get TS31
(which is the initial version of TS31 ) as shown in
Figure 10. The algorithm to merge two tableaux is
shown in Figure 9. During the time of merging all
the Rows, Columns, Tags, and Summaries of TS32
1
and TS21 are simply copied in TS31
.
2.Next, a common relation between TT 32 and TS21
is identiﬁed. In this example the relation is R21 of
peer P2 .
3.For each column C of the common relation
R21 , if (C, C  ) ∈ θ32 where C  is a column
of a arbitrary relation R of P3 , the value of
1
TS31
.Rows[R][C  ] is updated by the value of
1
TS31 .Rows[R21 ][C]. This step creates a link between the mapping tables of P2 to the relations of
1
P3 . If TS31
.Rows[R21 ][C] be a distinguished vari1
able then TS31
.Summary[C  ] is also updated by
1
the value TS31 .Rows[R21 ][C]. In the example, column C211 of R21 is mapped to C311 of R31 by θ32 ,
1
therefore, TS31
.Rows[R31 ][C311 ] is updated by x9
1
(i.e. the value of TS31
.Rows[R21 ][C211 ]). Since x9
1
is a distinguished variable, TS31
.Summary[C311 ]
is also updated by the value x9 . After taking sim1
1
ilar action for every columns of R21 in TS31
, TS31
2
takes the shape of TS31 depicted in Figure 10.
4.Now, the common relation R21 is eliminated from
2
TS31
. At ﬁrst, the columns having non-null values only in the row with R21 are deleted. Deleting a column from a tableau T means deleting
it from T.Columns, T.Rows and T.Summary. e.g.
the column C211 is a candidate for deletion. Since
the column C212 has a variable in the row with
tag m21 , it is not a candidate for deletion. After
deleting the column C211 , the row with tag R21 is
2
2
. After eliminating the R21 , TS31
deleted from TS31
3
becomes TS31
as shown in Figure 10.
3
(i.e. the
5.Finally, the redundant columns of TS31
columns with the same name) are removed. There
3
are two columns in TS31
with the name C212 . So
they are merged into a single column to get the
ﬁnal TS31 as shown in Figure 10.

Steps for computing of target tableau, TT 31 , and
the homomorphism, θ31 :
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nonempty and its value is x9 . So, (C111 , C311 )
and (x11 , x9 ) are added to θ31 .
–If neither B nor A can be found in
TS31 .Summary for the column C, C is deleted
from TT 31 .
Final θ31 and TT 31 are shown in Figure 11. TS31 ,
TT 31 and θ31 forms a triple and are then converted
as normal bi-level mapping expression. In our example, when the triple < TS31 , TT 31 , θ31 > is converted to
normal expression, the mapping becomes as follows:
M3→1 : πC311 ,C112 (R31 C312 =C321 R32 )
R11

{mt32 ,mt21 }



The algorithm for composing two bi-level mappings is
presented in Figure 12.

5. Chain Composition of Mappings
Figure 10 Diﬀerent phases for the construction of TS31

Figure 11 Triple < TS31 , TT 31 , θ31 >

1.First, a tableau TT 31 is created and is initialized
with the values of TT 21 . An empty homomorphism
θ31 is also created.
2.For each column C of TT 21 , the following steps are
taken
–A column B that is mapped to C by the homomorphism θ21 is identiﬁed.
–If B has an entry in TS31 .Summary
then
(C, B)
and
(TT 21 .Summary[C]
, TS31 .Summary[B]) pairs are added to
θ31 . e.g. when C is C112 , B is also C112 .
TS31 .Summary[C112 ] is nonempty and its
value is x10 . So, (C112 , C112 ) and (x12 , x10 ) are
added to θ31 .
–If B column is Null in TS31 .Summary then a
column A is identiﬁed that is mapped to B
by the homomorphism θ32 . If A column has
an entry in TS31 .Summary then (C, A) and
(TT 21 .Summary[C], TS31 .Summary[A]) pairs
are added to θ31 . e.g. when C is C111 then B is
C211 . But there is no entry in TS31 .Summary
under the column C211 . So, it is further checked
which column is mapped to C211 by θ32 .
It is found as C311 . TS31 .Summary[C311 ] is
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Consider a list P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn of peers organized in a
way that peer Pi is connected to peer Pi+1 by bi-level
mappings, where i ranges from 1 to n − 1. The list
is said to form a chain, say ξ, between P1 and Pn .
A direct mapping between P1 and Pn is said to be
equivalent to the ordered set of mappings along the
chain ξ if the two have the same eﬀect in terms of
query translation between P1 and Pn .

5.1. Algorithm for chain composition
Usually an algorithm is designed considering the inputs for it to be locally available. However, in a P2P
system each peer stores only the mappings that involve itself and its immediate acquaintances. If a small
network is considered with a small number of mappings, it may be reasonable to send all the mappings
to a single peer and perform all the necessary computation there. But in reality there may be tens or even
hundreds of peers in the network. Size of the mapping tables (which is a part of the bi-level mappings)
may be huge in some cases. Our algorithm distributes
its computation among the peers on a given chain. In
addition to that it delivers the results in a streaming
fashion.
For the description of the algorithm, a simple
running example is used that involves a chain ξ =
P1 , P2 , . . . , P6 as shown in Figure 13.a. A dashed arrow from peer Pi (i ∈ [1, 5]) to peer Pi+1 indicates
that Pi stores mappings that maps Pi to Pi+1 . The
label on the dashed arrow denotes the set of mapping
among the acquainted peers. The algorithm runs in
each of the peer in a chain.
The algorithm is initiated by having even positioned peers to send their mappings to their
respective previous peer in the chain except the last
peer. The solid arrows in Figure 13.b denotes the
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Algorithm Compose(mA→B , mB→C )
Input: Two bi-level mappings mA→B and mB→C
Output: A Tableau that is the source tableau of a Triple T where
T is the tableau representation of the mapping obtained
from the composition of mA→B and mB→C
begin
< TSAB , TT AB , θAB >← ConvertMappingToTriple(mA→B )
< TSBC , TT BC , θBC >← ConvertMappingToTriple(mB→C )
// Creation of TSAC
TSAC ←MergeTableau(TSAB , TSBC )
CommT ag ← TT AB .T ags ∩ TSBC .T ags
for each C ∈ TT AB .Columns do
CommT agV ← TSAC .Rows[CommT ag][C]
M apColInA ← θAB (C)
for each R ∈ TSAB .T ags do
if TSAC .Rows[R][M apColInA] = N ull
TSAC .Rows[R][M apColInA] ← CommT agV
if TSAC .Rows[CommT ag][C] ∈ XV ar
TSAC .Summary[M apColInA] ← CommT agV
else
TSAC .Summary[M apColInA] ← N ull
endif
endif
endfor
CandidateColumnF orDelete ← T rue
for each R ∈ TSBC .T ags do
if R = CommT ag AN D TSBC .Rows[R][C] = N ull
CandidateColumnF orDelete ← F alse
endif
endfor
if CandidateColumnF orDelete = T rue
TSAC .DeleteColumn(C)
endif
endfor
TSAC .DeleteRow(CommT ag)
TSAC .RemoveRedundantCol()
// Creation of θAC and TT AC
TT AC ← new T ableau()
TT AC ← TT BC
θAC ← new Homomorphism()
for each Col ∈ TT BC .Columns do
f oundM apped ← F alse
mapColInB ← θBC .M appedT o(Col)
if TSAC .Summary[mapColInB] = N ull
f oundM apped ← T rue
mappedCol ← mapColInB
else
mapColInA ← θBC .M appedT o(mapColInB)
if TSAC .Summary[mapColInA] = N ull
f oundM apped ← T rue
mappedCol ← mappedColInA
endif
endif
if f oundM apped = T rue
lV ar ← TT BC .Summary[Col]
rV ar ← TSAC .Summary[mappedCol]
θAC .Add(Col, mappedCol)
θAC .Add(lV ar, rV ar)
else
TT AC .DeleteColumn(Col)
endif
endfor
// Synthesis and conversion of TSAC , θAC and TT AC
mA→C ← ConvertT ripleT oM ap(< TSAC , TT AC , θAC >)
return mA→C
end

Figure 12 Compose Algorithm

Figure 13 Steps of ChainCompose Algorithm

sending of the mappings. P2 sends M2→3 to P1 and
in parallel P4 sends M4→5 to P3 . After receiving
M2→3 , P1 composes it with its own M1→2 to produce
M1→3 . In parallel, P3 also computes M3→5 . P3 then
waits for M1→3 from P1 . After receiving M1→3 from
P1 , P3 composes it with M3→5 to produce M1→5 and
sends M1→5 to P5 . P5 composes M1→5 and M5→6 to
generate M1→6 . Finally, P5 sends M1→6 to P1 . P1
can now use M1→6 as a direct mapping between itself
and P6 .

6. Related Work
In the following, some related works regarding the settings of peer database management systems are discussed.
Hyperion system [5] addresses the problem of mapping data in P2P systems where diﬀerent peers may
use diﬀerent values to identify or describe the same
data. Hyperion relies on mapping tables that list pairs
of corresponding values for search domains that are
used in diﬀerent peers. Mapping tables provide the
foundation for exchanging information between peers.
In terms of query answering, Hyperion oﬀers a mechanism [6] that rewrite queries between peers by considering the mapping tables.
The Piazza system [4] provides a solution to peer
data management system where the single logical
schema of data integration systems is replaced by a
set of mediator schemas that are interlinked to deﬁne semantic mappings between the peer schemas.
Piazza uses two data integration formalisms local-asview (LAV) and global-as-view (GAV) for peer mappings. GAV is used to deﬁne relations of the mediator’s schema over the relations in the sources and LAV
is used to deﬁne relations in the sources over the mediated schema. In Piazza, a reformulation algorithm
for query processing is presented that addresses both
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GAV and LAV mappings. However, the Piazza system
considers only the schema-level heterogeneity among
the peers.
The authors of [7] give FOL (First Order Logic)
based semantics for interpreting p2p systems. They
also present an alternative approach based on epistemic logic and compare these two approaches. The
proposed semantics of the bi-level mappings follows
the logical formalism from [7].
The SASMINT system [19] provides a solution for
supporting interoperability infrastructures that enables sharing and exchange of data among diverse
sources. The system mainly ﬁnds and resolves syntactic, semantic, and structural conﬂicts among schemas
and matches schemas automatically. This system can
be very useful to discover mappings between peers
automatically, which we assume in this paper that
mappings are exist. The system mainly discovers mappings between two peers which are directly connected.
However, in this paper the mappings are discovered
between two peers which are connected through other
peers in the path.
Authors in [20] proposed a continuous query processing mechanism from heterogeneous data streams.
There are two diﬀerent types of data streams: a relational stream and an XML. The authors mainly assumes that data in diﬀerent sources use the same vocabularies. In this paper, we consider that schemas as
well as data in sources may diﬀer.
Authors in [21] proposed schema mapping and
query translation mechanism in heterogeneous P2P
databases. The peers use XML databases. In order
to translate queries across peers, each peer provides
correspondences between its schema. Authors also develop an algorithm for inferring mapping rules from
informal schema correspondence. Note that the mappings only consider schema mappings. We consider
both schema level and data level mappings between
peers. This paper also shows the composition mappings considering the bi-level mappings.
The work of Kementsietsidis et al [5] shows how
data level heterogeneity in P2P system can be handled using mapping tables. Mapping tables contains
a set of data associations between data values in two
peer databases. In that paper, semantic and algorithmic issues related to the use of mapping tables are
addressed. The authors describe how the mapping tables can be treated as mapping constraints on the exchange of information between peers. They produce
a technique for composing new mapping tables from
the existing one.
Given semantic mappings between data sources A
and B, and between B and C, it is always desirable
to generate a direct mapping between A and C. This
type of operation is named Mapping composition. In
[17] the authors investigates the theoretical aspects of
mapping composition. They also provide an algorithm
that compose two GLAV mappings. They dealt with
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only schema-level mappings. Our mapping composition approach considers both schema and data level
mappings at the same time. Deﬁnability and computational complexity of the composition of two schema
mappings is discussed in [18].
Considering the sharing of data based on semantic meaning, authors in [22] describe the semantic annotation process for integrating university libraries.
The system mainly annotates the documents published and distributed throughout the Web. However,
we considered the semantic meanings of the data
stored in the databases with diﬀerent schemas and
data vocabularies. Authors in [23] focuses on an eﬃcient data aggregation approach from various sensors
data sources for a decision modeling. However, the
system assumes that the data sources are homogeneous with respect to data and schema.

7. Conclusion
This paper presented a mapping semantics, called bilevel mapping, combining the schema-level and the
data-level mappings necessary for resolving heterogeneity among peers in a peer data management
system. This bi-level mappings allow peers eﬃcient
data sharing facilities that peers miss considering only
schema or data level mappings. The bi-level mapping
is based on the tableau representation. The paper also
provided an algorithm for the the composition of two
bi-level mappings. Moreover, a distributed algorithm
is proposed for composing the bi-level mappings between two end peers in a chain of peers that are connected through the bi-level mappings.
A future goal is to investigate the composition of
mappings considering the dynamic behavior of peers.
Further, we are interested to evaluate the whole process in a large peer data management system.
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